
Social media is an important component in telling friends and fellow Buddhists about 
the Global Goals; it makes communication personal but quick, and is an easy way to 
share your message with a wide community.  We’ve provided this toolkit with sample 
tweets and posts for your ease of use, but we encourage you to personalize your 
involvement in any way that speaks to you.  
In many cases, we’ve included specific goals as an example but we invite you to make 
edits to reflect your own voice and hopes. Which Goal will you champion? 
  
Thank you for Telling Everyone about the #globalgoals 

Prayer for Everyone – Buddhism Social Toolkit 
 

Hashtags to use: #PrayerforEveryone  #globalgoals 

Suggested Posts (Twitter) 
 
I’m offering my #PrayerforEveryone to end hunger by 2030 because no one should suffer 
from hunger #globalgoals 
 
My desire is to see individuals free from suffering and flourishing by ending global poverty. 
#globalgoals #PrayerforEveryone 
 
We have the opportunity to cultivate compassion towards others around the world with the 
#globalgoals. Join me in a #PrayerforEveryone.  
 



Prayer for Everyone – Buddhism Social Toolkit 
 

Suggested Posts (Facebook) 
 
The #globalgoals are the world’s plan for eliminating poverty and inequality by 2030. Join us in an 
act of compassion with #PrayerForEveryone as we come together to make the world better for 
everyone.  
 
What’s your hope for the world in 2030? Nobody should suffer from lack of water access. Working 
together, we can ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for 
all #globalgoals. 
 
Working together, faith communities can accomplish aspirational goals. The next fifteen years are 
critical to the fight against poverty, inequality, and climate change.  
 
The #globalgoals may seem lofty, but they are achievable—but only with your help. Join us and 
offer your #PrayerforEveryone, and tell us about the kind of world you want to see in 2030.  

Download Buddhist share-graphics for Twitter, Facebook and Instagram on the 
resource page 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Or get creative and make your own!  
Here are some quotes you might like to use… 
 
If you want others to be happy, practice compassion. If you want to be happy, practice compassion.– 
Dalai Lama  
 
We are what we think. All that we are arises with our thoughts. With our thoughts, we make our 
world. – Siddhartha Gautama  

 
And if you need even more to share about the Goals check out:
http://www.globalgoals.org/tell-everyone/ 


